Hunt ID:5018-CO-G-C-4000-077-ElkBBearMDeerTurkey-SA4PAGOS7NGSPRI-ANI4NDIE7RSUMM-I8CKRTrophy Deer

This outfitter has been great and offered this hunt at a 50% off discount. Instead
of paying $5500 for the 5-day elk hunt and $5500 for the 5-day Deer hunt he has
provided us with a discount of $500 so it is only $ 4995 for either deer or elk
hunt no matter what you are hunting, deer or elk. It is not best to do both at the
same time on the mountain hunt because the best deer area is not the same as
the best elk area.
The hunts are the same no matter what the weapon and some of his most
successful hunts are in September and October. November third season is
doable, but the snow depth is enough to make it risky to the fact that they can
get to the cabin, then to ride out on horse back from there. The September
seasons are pack-in hunt to a tent camp, the rifle season hunts October and
November are from this comfortable cabin to ride out from every day.
He has taken bull elk up to 360 inches because of the adjacent trophy units bull
migration path comes through his over the counter license unit.
Last year he did 2 Mule deer hunts and both deer were over 190 inches. These
have a deposit paid on them a year to 2 years in advance. The other option is
that the points to draw GMU077 is only 3 points for a 4th season license. If you
draw your license, he will take you on the hunt for the $ 4995.
For a 3rd season Monster it is only requiring 3 points. For a 4th season Big
Monster it is only requiring 5 points for a 100% draw.
To get the deer hunt it is done in a booking order for the elk hunt. As the deer
vouchers come out in June the ones with the booking on the earliest date get
the option of the mule deer first.

Big Bucks and Big Bulls are his specialty! Not at the same place but a secret place for each of them and
the reason why they are there, and he continues to pull out trophies year after year.
ELK
It is a mountain Cabin horseback for trophy elk with very, very many over 300 inches taken with last year
bringing home a 365” bull. The trophy elk are up at 11,500 feet, the deer although there are some
between the cabin and the elk they are not as plentiful in large sizes as they are down on the much
lower river bottoms private ground. With that said, you can have a low land trophy deer hunt. Or a high
country elk only hunt, or a high country deer and elk hunt. The Deer fluctuates depending on the price

of the voucher, because this area is a difficult area to draw, another reason for the big bucks. The Elk is
only $ 6995 but reduced to only $ 4995.

Mule Deer
Colorado Low Impact buck Mule Deer Guided Hunt $ 7500 with voucher reduced to only $ 4995, but
there is only 1 voucher and only 1 deer taken per year to keep the quality high. This can be a Low Impact
High Success Trophy Deer Hunt on private land. Trophy Mule Deer Hunt for 5 days with meals and
lodging and deer that area averages 150-190.
This is a low impact hunt on ranches down in the river valley, mostly spot and stalk. He has been 100%
success for the last 5 years on this hunt. He has 2 different ranches with some having Alfalfa on them.
If you need a voucher to get a deer license the outfitter if you book the Deer hunt it is included in your
deer hunt for as long as the vouchers last. The Voucher is for GMU077, GMU078 and GMU771.

If you ever remember anything in life remember this, “An outfitter is only as good as his
ground he hunts.” He can’t make elk, he can just find them. The more times he finds them
during a hunt the more you can say he is a good outfitter… or damn lucky!
This outfitter is just plain good and has built his success on his ability on his ability to
provide shot opportunities to his hunter at a range close enough that the shot is also a
success, not just shot opportunity.
He says there is some luck of course but 20 plus years of outfitting with hunting before that
in a good area (GMU077 GMU078 GMU711) doesn’t hurt a bit to shave the odds in your
favor. If you were walking it you would say that those three units are larger than the state
of Texas, but his horses make short work of it.
His ability to move and go where the elk are is another key point in his success. Elk are
always a moving target. The elk herds are like a caravan of gypsies, they have their core
area like the deer, but they have no problem leaving one core area and the new core may be
on the other side of a mountain 5 miles away. Elk are like gypsies they don’t have a home
ground like a whitetail deer. They will stay in a region for a short time but when the food is
gone, or the safety shield has broken they are on the move, going through places that they
like the habitat and in the migration corridor.
His cabin, his horses and trailers are a big part of his mobility to be able quickly pick up
stakes like the elk and go to a different neighborhood.
Some call it “Plan B”, he just calls it elk hunting.
His guides are worth bragging on. Everyone is an archer during their free time. A
successful archer knows elk inside and out, it shows in his success when the hunt is done.

I though the first line above was the most important but I lied, this last one is. The ability of
an outfitter to have all these wheels in place and to have them work like a well-oiled wheel
buy only leading, the wheels know their responsibility, skill and part of the whole picture
called success
Now is the part known as, “If you ever remember anything in life remember this?”
Because even if his ground isn’t good, he can quickly pickup and move onto ground that is.
In this case private ground or high altitude ground which is ever more prosperous at the
time.
His hunt prices are simple. Come hunt elk with him which you will always have to work
previously booked hunters to get a spot and you will understand after seeing what you read
above was all about, high success with large Colorado Bulls hitting the dirt.
His family and skilled purists make up the team that control you week of hunt and are
highly responsible for the outcome. Highly, but not completely because you must make one
shot true and accurate, they do everything else.
He has been approved by the North American Hunting Club for his skills as an outfitter.
With that he provides fully guided archery, black powder, and rifle hunts on private land
and the San Juan National Forest. He does spread his skill around by providing Drop
Camps to DIY hunters in these prime units. All guided hunts include first-class lodging,
meals, and experienced guides.
His hunts include the pursuit of Elk, Black Bear, Mule Deer and Merriam’s Turkey,
guided or drop camp depending on the availability.
There is no off season during the summer he offer drop camps and Summer pack and high
country fishing trips along with straight horse leasing to those that aren’t equine or should
I say Cowboy challenged.

This outfitter has been great and offered this hunt at a 50% off discount. Instead
of paying $5495 for the 5 day elk hunt and $4995 for the 5 day Deer hunt. Last
year he did 2 Mule deer hunts and both deer were over 190 inches. As the deer
vouchers come out in June they are usually spoken for 1 or 2 years in advance so
the way around this is to have a couple of points and just draw the license.
Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner
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